Introduction {#s1}
============

According to the Gene Ontology (GO) [@pone.0059851-Ashburner1], the biological process category of ribosome biogenesis and assembly (RBA) includes genes involved in the biosynthesis, assembly and arrangement of ribosome components as well as in the transport to protein biosynthesis sites.

The question of the transcriptional regulation of fungal genes involved in RBA has received a great deal of attention given the paramount importance of this functional category. It has been shown that RBA genes are regulated differently from the actual ribosomal proteins that are the physical constituents of ribosomes [@pone.0059851-Jorgensen1], [@pone.0059851-Cipollina1]. In *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, RBA genes were found to have multiple instances of two characteristic upstream DNA regulatory motifs [@pone.0059851-Tavazoie1]: the A/T-rich ribosomal RNA processing element (RRPE) [@pone.0059851-Hughes1] and the polymerase A and C (PAC) box with a specific GATGAG consensus [@pone.0059851-DequardChablat1]. Binding factors have been identified for these DNA sequences: Stb3 for RRPE [@pone.0059851-Liko1] and Dot6/Tod6 for PAC [@pone.0059851-Freckleton1]--[@pone.0059851-Zhu1].

Multiple authors have observed the interesting characteristics of the RRPE and PAC arrangement in *S. cerevisiae*, including significant biases in the spacing between the two motifs, distance to the translation start site, and order and orientation of the individual motifs [@pone.0059851-Pilpel1]--[@pone.0059851-Nguyen1]. It has also been shown that these motifs are conserved across other fungi closely related to budding yeast [@pone.0059851-Tanay1], [@pone.0059851-Lavoie1] and that this regulatory pattern is unique to fungi, in comparison to other eukaryotes [@pone.0059851-Brown1].

Here we present some novel aspects of the RBA regulatory signals. While previous papers primarily dealt with the close relatives of *S. cerevisiae*, we considerably expand the species selection by adding dozens of other fungi distributed across fungal phylogeny. We also design and apply a comprehensive computational approach aimed at identifying the highest-scoring combinations of putative regulatory DNA motifs in a set of genes. Using this approach, we verify and refine previously reported patterns and discover novel motif arrangements (called modules), which allow us to hypothesize about the evolution and conservation of RBA regulation across all major fungal phyla. We also discover a possible relationship between the organization of a module and the enrichment in particular GO biological processes for RBA gene set in a given species and demonstrate that module information can be used to discover new genes putatively involved in RBA.

Starting with the list of *S. cerevisiae* RBA genes, we have identified orthologs in 38 other fungal species. We then analyzed upstream regions of the RBA genes in each species by using SCOPE [@pone.0059851-Chakravarty1], an ensemble motif finder. From each SCOPE run, we identified the best matches to the biologically verified RRPE and PAC sequences and analyzed the positional distribution of these motifs in the upstream regions. Further computational analysis of the SCOPE data led to the identification of high scoring pairs of motifs (modules). Using this approach, we showed the existence of several distinct and well defined modules across the fungal kingdom involving RRPE and/or PAC, which substantially complements and expands previous knowledge in the field. The module patterns showed a distinct behavior for two different groups of closely related fungal species. For several species, we found a relationship between motif order within a module and biological functions of the corresponding genes. We were able to use module information to find new candidate genes that are likely to be involved in the RBA biological process.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

*S. Cerevisiae* Gene Set Retrieval and Fungal Ortholog Generation {#s2a}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We retrieved the starting RBA gene set from the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) [@pone.0059851-Cherry1]. For other fungi, we used fungal phylogeny based on 153 universal orthologs in 42 fungal species with completely sequenced genomes [@pone.0059851-Fitzpatrick1]. Thirty-eight fungal species (in addition to *S. cerevisiae*) were analyzed in our study.

Fungal orthologs for *S. cerevisiae* targets of RRPE and PAC were identified by mining PhylomeDB [@pone.0059851-HuertaCepas1], a public repository of complete collections of gene phylogenies. When the internal PhylomeDB identifiers were not readily convertible to standard gene names, we used the RSAT suite [@pone.0059851-vanHelden1] to find reciprocal corresponding best matching orthologs.

Motif Comparison {#s2b}
----------------

We first used STAMP [@pone.0059851-Mahony1] to calculate the similarity between *S. cerevisiae* computationally predicted motifs (from SCOPE) and RRPE and PAC sequences as reported in [@pone.0059851-Tanay1]. We then calculated similarities between these best-matching SCOPE motifs for *S. cerevisiae* and high-scoring motifs from each SCOPE run of corresponding orthologs in other fungal species. The *S. cerevisiae* motif served as an input motif and was compared to a user-defined dataset of SCOPE motifs from each fungal ortholog run. This way, we compared motifs that were generated via the same approach (i.e. by doing SCOPE runs). For each comparison of the *S. cerevisiae* motif to another fungal species motif, a p-value was calculated reflecting a degree of sequence similarity between two motifs. STAMP analysis was run with default alignment parameters: Pearson Correlation Coefficient for column comparison metric, ungapped Smith-Waterman for alignment method, iterative refinement for multiple alignment strategy and UPGMA for tree-building algorithm.

Motif Pattern Analysis {#s2c}
----------------------

In addition to identifying individual upstream sequences, we were also interested in analyzing patterns of motifs (or modules). Our current working definition of a module is the arrangement of two motif instances separated by a conserved distance and having a conserved organization.

In order to distinguish between different modules, we have developed a module score that reflects the overall quality of a module. The module score is comprised of five different metrics:

1.  Sig value, a measure of the statistical significance of each component motif as calculated by SCOPE. It is a measure of the overrepresentation and position distribution of a motif in a given gene set compared to the rest of the genome;

2.  ABC score (Area Between Curves), a measure of the non-randomness of the distribution of inter-motif distances for a module. It is calculated by comparing the inter-motif distance distribution for the actual modules to the inter-motif distance distribution for modules that are generated by shuffling the same number of instances of component motifs. ABC score ranges from −1 to +1 and its negative value indicates that the motifs in actual modules are further apart than expected by chance alone whereas positive ABC scores indicate that the motifs in actual modules are closer than expected by chance alone;

3.  Module position, a measure of the non-randomness of the distribution of the upstream position of a module for the entire set of module occurrences;

4.  Coverage, the fraction of genes in the starting gene set that contain the module of interest;

5.  Motif orientation within modules, a measure of the preferred orientation of motifs within a module with respect to DNA strand (both motifs in the same orientation vs. motifs in different orientation).

These statistics are combined into a module score using weights that can be adjusted by the user. Module score is normalized to the range of 0 to 1 with higher module scores meaning that a given motif pattern is more likely to be important for transcriptional regulation.

Module analysis utilizes newly developed algorithms and statistical analyses that generate a module score. It is conducted with a new program we developed called Module Locator (manuscript submitted). Module Locator takes SCOPE-generated XML output files and examines and evaluates all combinations of motifs that might be of interest. Once the paper is accepted for publication, it will be freely available for both Macintosh and Windows platforms. It contains extensive help section and a sample XML file for module analyses.

Comparison of Module Attributes across Fungal Species {#s2d}
-----------------------------------------------------

In order to analyze the behavior of module characteristics across fungal groups, we have created a series of box plots. For a given group of species and a given statistic, the box plot allows easy visualization of the range of data values within the group.

Since our implementation of this method does not deal with negative values, we adjusted the input for ABC score by adding 1 to all data values to make its range from 0 to 2 (instead of −1 to +1). For median upstream position, we used the absolute values indicating how far upstream a module is.

Functional Enrichment Analysis {#s2e}
------------------------------

The functional annotation tool FunCat [@pone.0059851-Ruepp1] was used to calculate functional enrichment in RBA gene sets and their orthologs. It was used for *S. cerevisiae*, *Neurospora crassa* and *Fusarium graminearum*.

Prediction of New Candidate Genes Involved in RBA {#s2f}
-------------------------------------------------

SCOPE has a feature that allows finding additional genes in the genome that have a specified motif and improve its Sig value (the measure of statistical significance of a motif), when added to the original gene set. This sequence information (identification of genes with relevant motifs and modules) represents a first component of our new gene categorization approach. The other two components utilize functional annotation and gene expression data. For *S. cerevisiae*, functional annotation is retrieved from SGD [@pone.0059851-Cherry1] and gene expression information is retrieved from SPELL [@pone.0059851-Hibbs1], a search engine that, given the input gene set, finds the most relevant microarray experiments and within them the genes most similar to the input set in terms of the expression profiles.

Results {#s3}
=======

SCOPE Analyses of Fungal Orthologs of *S. Cerevisiae* Genes Involved in RBA {#s3a}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

SCOPE runs showed two major kinds of motif combinations: RRPE-PAC and PAC2-RRPE ([Figure 1](#pone-0059851-g001){ref-type="fig"}). In each case, the motif order corresponds to the preferred module orientation with respect to the transcription start site, 5′-3′. The RRPE-PAC pattern has been reported previously. PAC2 is a novel observation and a variation of the canonical PAC sequence (GATGAG) that is different in a single nucleotide (GAT**[A]{.ul}**AG).

![Sample SCOPE outputs of fungal RBA gene runs.\
(A) SCOPE results for *Kluyveromyces waltii* RBA genes. RRPE -- red, PAC -- green. (B) SCOPE results of *Trichoderma reesii* RBA genes. PAC2-- blue, RRPE -- red.](pone.0059851.g001){#pone-0059851-g001}

In terms of STAMP comparisons to known RRPE and PAC sequences, we found high-scoring matches to either (or both) motifs in all fungal species in the study ([Table S1](#pone.0059851.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The median statistics for all the motifs were a SCOPE Sig value of \>240 (which roughly corresponds to a p-value of 1/2^240^ ∼ 5.7×10^−73^), coverage above 70% and a STAMP alignment p-value of 6.5×10^−9^, reflecting a high similarity between motifs identified by SCOPE and canonical RRPE and PAC sequences. SCOPE identified PAC matches in numerous species in which they had not been reported previously.

Analysis of Positional Distributions of Putative RRPE and PAC Motifs {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

We partitioned each fungal upstream region analyzed by SCOPE (default length 800 bps) into four quartiles and calculated the fraction of RRPE and/or PAC motifs in each quartile. According to mean statistics, 62% of occurrences of RRPE, PAC or PAC2 were in the 0--200 bps quartile ([Table 1](#pone-0059851-t001){ref-type="table"}). PAC was different from both RRPE and PAC2 as 76% of PAC motifs were in the first quartile, compared to 52% for PAC2 and 57% for RRPE. Out of 59 matches to RBA motifs across all species, 56 (95%) had most instances in the 0--200 bps quartile ([Figure 2](#pone-0059851-g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Position distribution of putative RRPE and PAC/PAC2 motifs in fungal upstream regions.\
X-axis shows RRPE and/or PAC/PAC2 motifs in each fungal species and y-axis shows fraction of occurrences in four different upstream quartiles for each motif.](pone.0059851.g002){#pone-0059851-g002}

10.1371/journal.pone.0059851.t001

###### Distribution of occurrences of RRPE and PAC motifs across four upstream quartiles of orthologs of *S. cerevisiae* RBA genes.

![](pone.0059851.t001){#pone-0059851-t001-1}

  Motif quartiles    Mean for all RRPE and PAC   Mean for RRPE   Mean for PAC   Mean for PAC2
  ----------------- --------------------------- --------------- -------------- ---------------
  0--200                       0.62                  0.57            0.76           0.52
  201--400                     0.18                  0.20            0.11           0.26
  401--600                     0.11                  0.13            0.07           0.12
  601--800                     0.09                  0.10            0.06           0.10

Mean value represents average fraction of occurrences across all fungal species for a given quartile region.

RRPE and PAC Motif Sequence Conservation across Fungal Phylogeny {#s3c}
----------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 3](#pone-0059851-g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of RRPE and PAC motif patterns across fungal evolution. RRPE appears primarily in Zygomycota and Basidiomycota and in some Ascomycota fungi. We observe the PAC motif in several *Candida* species. The modules formed by two different motifs correspond to two different groups of non-overlapping fungi. The RRPE-PAC is found in the *Saccharomyces* genus and other related fungi. PAC2-RRPE is present in fungi generally similar to *N. crassa*, corresponding to *Sordariomycetes* and *Leotiomycetes* classes. [Table 2](#pone-0059851-t002){ref-type="table"} summarizes these data.

![Distribution of the best RRPE and PAC/PAC2 matches across fungal phylogeny.\
Sequence logos represent the best SCOPE matches to RRPE and PAC/PAC2 sequence for each species.](pone.0059851.g003){#pone-0059851-g003}

10.1371/journal.pone.0059851.t002

###### Summary of individual motifs and motif patterns in upstream regions of RBA genes.

![](pone.0059851.t002){#pone-0059851-t002-2}

  Fungal groups                                                         Pattern
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------
  Zygomycota, Basidiomycota and some Ascomycota (*Eurotiomycetes*)     RRPE only
  Some Ascomycota (*Candida*)                                          PAC only
  Some Ascomycota (*Saccharomyces*, *Kluyveromyces*)                  RRPE + PAC
  Some Ascomycota (*Sordariomycetes*)                                 PAC2 + RRPE

Comparison between Two Main Fungal Groups in Terms of Module Attributes {#s3d}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We selected *S. cerevisiae* and *N. crassa* as two representative species from their respective groups. For both species, we then compared different components of the module score for two module orientations: RRPE-PAC vs. PAC-RRPE for *S. cerevisiae* and RRPE-PAC2 vs. PAC2-RRPE for *N. crassa*.

[Figure 4](#pone-0059851-g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of Module Locator analyses of *S. cerevisiae* RBA genes. Modules in the RRPE-PAC orientation (the left side of the figure) have a more narrow upstream position distribution (and are located closer to the transcription start site), higher ABC score (reflecting that RRPE and PAC are closer together than by random chance) and higher number of occurrences than modules in PAC-RRPE orientation. Also, in the case of RRPE-PAC, there is a preference for RRPE and PAC to be on the same strand that is not seen for PAC-RRPE.

![Comparison of two different RBA module organizations in *S. cerevisiae*.\
(A) Upstream module position distribution. (B) ABC score (inter-motif distance distribution). (C) Number of occurrences and strand preference.](pone.0059851.g004){#pone-0059851-g004}

[Figure 5](#pone-0059851-g005){ref-type="fig"} shows corresponding data for *N. crassa* RBA genes. Modules in RRPE-PAC2 tend to have more dispersed upstream position distribution (and are farther away from the transcription start site), lower ABC score (its negative value reflects that RRPE and PAC2 are more distant from each other than by random chance) and lower number of occurrences than modules in PAC2-RRPE order. In terms of the strand preference, modules in RRPE-PAC2 orientation tend to have RRPE and PAC2 on the same strand, whereas modules in PAC2-RRPE order more often have PAC2 and RRPE on different strands.

![Comparison of two different RBA module organizations in *N. crassa*.\
(A) Upstream module position distribution. (B) ABC score (inter-motif distance distribution). (C) Number of occurrences and strand preference.](pone.0059851.g005){#pone-0059851-g005}

We have performed these analyses for other fungi in which we observed module patterns. [Table S2](#pone.0059851.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} summarizes all data for module statistics.

In order to visualize the differences between and within two main fungal groups in terms of module characteristics, we constructed several box plots. [Figure 6](#pone-0059851-g006){ref-type="fig"} shows these graphs for several module attributes. RRPE-PAC has a much higher module score than PAC-RRPE whereas RRPE-PAC2 has a lower module score than PAC2-RRPE. RRPE-PAC has a smaller inter-motif distance compared to PAC-RRPE while in the case of RRPE-PAC2 motifs are much farther apart than for PAC2-RRPE. Module coverage for RRPE-PAC is much higher than for PAC-RRPE and it is about the same for both RRPE-PAC2 and PAC2-RRPE. RRPE-PAC modules are closer to the transcription start site than PAC-RRPE modules and the reverse is true for RRPE-PAC2 and PAC2-RRPE modules. Finally, RRPE-PAC has a higher ABC score compared to PAC-RRPE while both orientations have primarily positive ABC scores. In the case of RRPE-PAC2, it has a negative ABC score while PAC2-RRPE has a much higher positive ABC score. [Table 3](#pone-0059851-t003){ref-type="table"} summarizes the comparisons between fungal groups and shows consistent patterns across closely related species from the same group (either *S. cerevisiae*-like or *N. crassa*-like) as well as consistent differences between two groups in terms of different features of RBA modules.

![Comparison of RBA module attributes across fungal groups based on module organization.\
X-axis shows fungal groups (species similar to either *S. cerevisiae* or *N. crassa*) each separated into two subgroups based on two possible organizations of the RBA module. Y-axis shows a specific module attribute \[see Materials and Methods for explanation of y-axis values in (C) and (D)\]: (A) module score, (B) median inter-motif distance; (C) module coverage; (D) module median upstream position; (E) module ABC score.](pone.0059851.g006){#pone-0059851-g006}

10.1371/journal.pone.0059851.t003

###### Comparison of *N. crassa*-like (Ncra-like) and *S. cerevisiae*-like (Scer-like) fungal groups in terms of RBA module orientations across several module attributes.

![](pone.0059851.t003){#pone-0059851-t003-3}

  Module attribute     Fungal group   Module orientation   Mean value
  ------------------- -------------- -------------------- ------------
  Module score          Scer-like          RRPE-PAC           0.55
                        Scer-like          PAC-RRPE           0.38
                        Ncra-like         RRPE-PAC2           0.35
                        Ncra-like         PAC2-RRPE           0.42
  Median distance       Scer-like          RRPE-PAC            12
                        Scer-like          PAC-RRPE            50
                        Ncra-like         RRPE-PAC2           106
                        Ncra-like         PAC2-RRPE            38
  Coverage              Scer-like          RRPE-PAC           0.46
                        Scer-like          PAC-RRPE           0.2
                        Ncra-like         RRPE-PAC2           0.33
                        Ncra-like         PAC2-RRPE           0.4
  Upstream position     Scer-like          RRPE-PAC           −118
                        Scer-like          PAC-RRPE           −195
                        Ncra-like         RRPE-PAC2           −277
                        Ncra-like         PAC2-RRPE           −178
  ABC score             Scer-like          RRPE-PAC           0.6
                        Scer-like          PAC-RRPE           0.2
                        Ncra-like         RRPE-PAC2          −0.26
                        Ncra-like         PAC2-RRPE           0.26

Mean value corresponds to the average statistic for a given module attribute across a set of closely related fungi.

Relationship between Motif Order in a Module and Gene Function {#s3e}
--------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to comparisons between motif orders for different module statistics, we also looked at the possible association between motif order and a set of distinct biological functions.

We separated the original *S. cerevisiae* RBA set into two subsets of genes with modules in either RRPE-PAC or PAC-RRPE order only. We compared functional enrichment of these subsets via FunCat [@pone.0059851-Ruepp1]. [Table 4](#pone-0059851-t004){ref-type="table"} lists the statistically significant functional terms (p-value of functional enrichment ≤10^−3^) found for each subset. Genes with RRPE-PAC modules were generally enriched in 'RNA-level' processes (e.g., different kinds of RNA metabolism) while genes with PAC-RRPE modules showed enrichment in 'protein-level' processes (e.g., ribosome biogenesis and protein synthesis). We repeated these analyses for *N. crassa* and *F. graminearum* and obtained comparable results ([Table S3](#pone.0059851.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For *N. crassa*, RRPE-PAC2 modules were found in genes enriched in 'RNA-level' processes and PAC2-RRPE modules were present in genes generally enriched in 'protein-level' annotations. The reverse was true for *F. graminearum*: RRPE-PAC2 fraction was enriched in 'protein-level' processes while PAC2-RRPE subset showed enrichment in 'RNA-level' functional terms.

10.1371/journal.pone.0059851.t004

###### Relationship between RBA module orientation and gene functional annotation in *S. cerevisiae*.

![](pone.0059851.t004){#pone-0059851-t004-4}

  Orientation      Unique and enriched functional terms
  ------------- ------------------------------------------
  RRPE-PAC                     ATP binding
                           nucleic acid binding
                 nucleotide/nucleoside/nucleobase binding
                               RNA binding
                             RNA modification
                              RNA processing
                            rRNA modification
                             rRNA processing
                              transcription
                             tRNA processing
  PAC-RRPE                   nuclear membrane
                            nuclear transport
                                 nucleus
                            protein synthesis
                            protein transport
                            ribosomal proteins
                           ribosome biogenesis
                              RNA transport
                        structural protein binding

Prediction of New RBA-associated Genes Based on Combined Evidence {#s3f}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

For *S. cerevisiae*, we used the extra gene feature of SCOPE and identified 12 previously unreported genes containing RBA modules (8 with RRPE-PAC and 4 with PAC-RRPE). By utilizing functional annotation and microarray expression data (see Materials and Methods), we were able to find evidence from at least one other source for 8 genes and from two sources for 4 genes. Based on these analyses, we can hypothesize about several new candidates for a role in ribosome biogenesis in *S. cerevisiae*.

The 4 candidate genes that are most likely involved in RBA (supported as such by SCOPE motif and module data, SGD functional description information and SPELL expression data) are as follows. YDR465C is an arginine methyltransferase that methylates ribosomal protein RPL12. YGR272C is an essential protein required for maturation of 18S rRNA. YPR010C is the second largest subunit of RNA polymerase I. YNL061W is a probable RNA methyltransferase essential for large ribosomal subunit biogenesis. [Table 5](#pone-0059851-t005){ref-type="table"} describes which genes are supported by which analyses and [Table S4](#pone.0059851.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} contains more information about all 12 predicted genes.

10.1371/journal.pone.0059851.t005

###### List of *S. cerevisiae genes* putatively involved in RBA that are predicted using SCOPE, SGD and SPELL data.

![](pone.0059851.t005){#pone-0059851-t005-5}

  Orientation     SCOPE      SGD      SPELL
  ------------- --------- --------- ---------
  RRPE-PAC       YDR465C   YDR465C   YDR465C
                 YGR272C   YGR272C   YGR272C
                 YPR010C   YPR010C   YPR010C
                 YBL039C             YBL039C
                 YLR074C             YLR074C
                 YOR341W   YOR341W  
                 YOR205C            
                 YDL129W            
  PAC-RRPE       YNL061W   YNL061W   YNL061W
                 YDL150W   YDL150W  
                 YGR129W            
                 YLR008C            

Number of times the same gene name is listed means number of different sources of evidence that it may be involved in RBA.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Analysis of top SCOPE motifs across multiple fungal species showed both previously reported and novel DNA sequences. The new variation of PAC (which we refer to as PAC2) is found primarily in a specific subset of fungi (similar to *N. crassa*), reminiscent of PAC being associated exclusively with close relatives of *S. cerevisiae*.

It has been suggested [@pone.0059851-Nguyen1], [@pone.0059851-Tanay1] that the PAC motif is younger than the RRPE motif that represents the mode of RBA transcriptional regulation in more evolutionarily ancient fungal species. While our results generally support this idea, they also indicate important novel patterns across fungal phylogeny. We believe that the PAC lineage in the case of PAC2 in *N. crassa* and related fungi originates earlier than previously thought. A clear PAC2-RRPE module is observed as early as in *Uncinocarpus reesii*, a member of *Eurotiomycetes* class different from *N. crassa* lineage. While PAC2 forms a module with RRPE in *Sordariomycetes*, it is not until later in evolution that PAC seems to replace RRPE in *Candida* species that apparently rely just on the PAC motif for their RBA regulation. The branch of *Saccharomycotina* that underwent whole genome duplication and their close relatives (*Saccharomyces* and *Kluyveromyces* species) use the RRPE-PAC module in order to regulate transcription of the RBA genes.

The two fungal groups that have enrichment in both RRPE and PAC (PAC2) motifs in the upstream regions of their RBA genes have a specific preferred order of motifs within modules. For a given group of closely related fungi, this preferred module orientation can be associated with a better module quality (i.e. higher overall module score, smaller distance between motifs comprising modules, higher module coverage and module position closer to transcription start site). For *S. cerevisiae* and related species, RRPE-PAC is the preferred order that always has better quality than its counterpart PAC-RRPE. This rule is exactly reversed for *N. crassa* and similar fungi, for which PAC2-RRPE is the preferred motif order that outperforms RRPE-PAC2 across different module attributes. These patterns are consistent both within and between fungal groups despite the fact that PAC2 is very similar to PAC and that motif order is the only thing that is variable for the intra-group comparison.

It seems that the importance of motif order extends beyond the quality of a module. The functional analyses for *S. cerevisiae, N. crassa* and *F. graminearum* suggest that for a given pair of RBA motifs, their specific order corresponds to the enrichment in a set of distinct functional terms different from the opposite module order. The two sets of annotations can be generally classified as 'RNA-level' and 'protein-level'.

The presence of RBA modules can be used to search for other genes in the genome that might be involved in RBA biological process. We identified several genes in *S. cerevisiae* whose putative role in RBA is based on the presence of co-occurring RRPE and PAC motifs as well as functional annotation information and microarray expression data.

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================
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**Module statistics for all RBA modules found in all fungal species in the study.**
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**Significant functional terms enriched in gene sets with two different orientations of RBA module in** ***Neurospora crassa*** **and** ***Fusarium graminearum*** **.**
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**Detailed functional annotation information for** ***S. cerevisiae*** **genes putatively involved in RBA based on the presence of RBA modules.**
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